From the Field

A Clear Choice
Diving into the world of waterborne clear finishes
By Scott Bur t

O

ver the past
couple
of
years,
my
company has been
hired to do more clear finishes than ever
before. The clear finish category is a
tough one to work in, because it is hard
to overlook the reality that the very best
clear finishes are still oil based. While oils
in general are gracefully bowing out of
the mainstream, there still really isn’t
anything like a good old-fashioned
marine-grade spar varnish.
Or is there?
We have been drilling deeply into
waterborne and modified clears since
2007, and that product category has
come a million miles from where it had
been quality-wise around the turn of the
century.
Because most of our customers prefer
satin sheen in clear finishes, and that is
also the sheen we prefer to work with,
that is the specific area of interest we have
explored.
Why “never fails” isn’t good enough
In the product world, topcoat is never
the source that will scream from the
rooftops when a product hits a home run
once. It has to hit many home runs in
many ballparks before it gets star treatment from us. Sure, we might tweet it out
to colleagues that we had a good experience on a given day, but we need many
success stories before we commit a product to “house” status.
Sherwin-Williams Wood Classics has
earned this status over the past three
years. Products rarely flat-out fail. It
does happen, but I dare say it is often
not the product’s fault. Engineering,
manufacturing and quality control at
most major manufacturers is good
enough to ensure that. Beyond that, it’s
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up to us to figure it out.
Because failure is so rare, manufacturers and painters alike can be lulled
into a false sense of security if the bar is
set at “it never fails.” A product can
avoid failure but still wreak havoc on
your program.

Wood Classics has done none of that.
We have used dozens of gallons of this
product, perhaps even hundreds at this
point, in many different settings. It quickly earned our confidence to be the cabinet-grade clear that we offer to our customers. We don’t ask our customers what
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they would like us to use, we tell them
what we offer. In the end, they tell us how
much they like it.
In addition to implementing the product in our company, we also took it on the
road in our Prep to Finish training program (preptofinish.com), which is the

ultimate test of product user friendliness.
There is no better way to get an objective
view of a product than to have inexperienced finishers use it in a safe and controlled environment.
Wood Classics performs like a good
waterborne should. It is not milky or

cloudy, thick or gooey. A very fluid product that is always ready to go with just a
healthy stir.
Brushed: This product performs well
coming off almost any good brush that is
intended to be used with waterborne
products. When brushing, the flow off
the brush is smooth and consistent, and
the wet film is easy to see, which is not
always the case with waterbornes, as they
generally don’t “clear out” of their milky
liquid state quickly. The user has just
enough time to work around the piece he
or she is brushing, section by section,
while being able to go back and hit any
holidays just prior to tack-up. Also, the
vertical suspension on smooth substrate
is highly reliable.
As with any clear, trying to manipulate a coat after the lay down comes with
the risk of flash. We have considered it a
relatively low risk with this product, as
the lay down and sheen build in this
product is so good. The age-old rule of
“lay it out and let it level” is still worth
following.
Typical brushed uses of this product
will likely call for 2" or 2 ½" brushes, with
the occasional small sniper (1 ½"). Anything that starts to approach the 3" or
larger platform usually becomes a spray
candidate. In other words, I’d brush
jambs, case and base, but spray shelves,
countertops and doors.
Like a good clear should, this one works
well and shows full compatibility with all
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common stains and sanding sealers —
spreading consistently in all situations,
even vertical to horizontal.
Brushed coats can easily be scuffed
either by hand or with a gentle orbital. In
either case, the clear sands to a fine and
non-scratchy powder. That is something

that not all clears have figured out how to
do — working well with themselves in
each step of the sequence.
What a coat does when not wet is just
as important as what it does when wet.
A gummy or clumpy sanding experience
is not desirable, as it brings the poten-

tial of backwards motion through
swirled-out sanding. When we are finishing, contractors want to be all forward all the time.
Consider this a product that can produce a nice sheen in two brushed coats,
with three making it extra nice. Wood
Classics comes with a small and forgiving
learning curve, which is a rare quality in
cabinet-grade clear finishes.
Sprayed: The result we seek when
spraying is basically a “spray and walk
away with confidence” scenario, in which
you just know that if it feels right and
looks right, the product will lay down,
level and dry according to plan.
Wood Classics is a product that, when
spraying, technicians will feel good
about applying on the heavier side of the
spectrum. Out of the gun, this is a clear
that will lay into itself wet, without puddling or orange peeling in wet form. It
encourages a pretty wet application, as
opposed to thinner tack coats being built
in layers.
As a result, Wood Classics is perfectly
suitable for all the popular spraying technologies, including HVLP, airless and air
assisted.
Even when heavily applied, the lay
down is fun to watch, and when it starts to
tack, it kicks off pretty quick. Oftentimes
in waterbornes we manipulate temperatures on the cool side to keep the coating
wet longer and to better facilitate its lay
down and level process.
This product is not needy that way. It’ll
be a little slower to lay down in cooler
temps (50s), and most comfortable in the
60s and 70s. Results will be consistent
across the board.
The cured finish is hard and clear,
approaching the aesthetic and performance criteria we have long appreciated
in spar varnishes, only much quicker to
achieve because we do not have to wait 24
hours in between coats. And everything
is water cleanup, which we appreciate
regardless of application method. APC
Scott Burt is president of Topcoat Finishes Inc. of Jericho, Vt. He enjoys communicating with contractors and manufacturers
at www.topcoatreview.com.
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